
Advanced Color Calibration

High-quality color table for generating an 

individual color profile for your scanner.

Perfect colors right from the beginning.

Instructions for the Advanced Color Calibration

Color Calibration is complete in just a couple steps. Follow the instructions for your Target so that SilverFast can generate an individual 
scanner profile.

Advanced Reflective Target
 1.  Carefully remove the Target from its protective covering and place it on the glass surface of your flatbed scanner.
 2.  Start SilverFast and click the calibration tool, located in the vertical tool bar.
 3. Select “Advanced Calibration“ from the options menu.
 4.  Follow the instructions provided by the calibration assistant. You will be lead through 

the calibration process including preview, frame-finding and profile creation.

Advanced Transparency Target (excluding 35mm slides)
 1. Carefully remove the Target from its protective covering and place it in the scanner’s corresponding holder. If no 

holder is readily available, place the Target directly on the glass surface of the scanner. 
 2.  Start SilverFast and click the calibration tool, located in the vertical tool bar.
 3. Select “Advanced Calibration“, located in the options menu.
 4.  Follow the instructions provided by the calibration assistant. You will be lead through 

the calibration process including preview, frame-finding and profile creation.

Advanced 3-slide Color Calibration Target (35mm transparency)
 1. Depending on scanner, either insert the 3 Targets of your 35mm-Slide-Set in the holder simultaneously, 

or one after another. When using a film scanner with automatic feeding, insert all 3 slides in the holder 
and add the slides to the (empty!) JobManager, before continuing with step 2.

 2.  Start SilverFast and click the calibration tool, located in the vertical tool bar.
 3. Select “Advanced 3 Slide Calibration“ from the options menu.
 4.  Follow the instructions provided by the calibration assistant. You will be lead through 

the calibration process including preview, frame-finding and profile creation. 
 
Flatbed and film scanners with automatic feeding will automatically measure Targets one after another. When using a film scanner 
with manual feeding, follow the assistant’s instructions and insert the slides in any order one by one.

After successful calibration, SilverFast will activate your individual color profile automatically. 
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